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a scheme which has been submitted to us for the founda-

tion of a Medical Graduates’ College and Hospital on
the American rather than the continental plan - that
is to say, a college and hospital where qualified men
alone are to be taught. We recognise the difficulties

which must attend any attempt to combine teaching for
students with post-graduate instruction. Of course, a

college and hospital for post - graduates alone would be
a more desirable method for giving the special instruc-

tion they desire, but in order to do this with efficiency
provision must be made on a large scale. Lecture

theatres, class-rooms, laboratories, a museum, and a library
must have places in such a college, and such a hospital
must attract by the wealth of its general and special
clinical material and by the reputation of its teachers.

Public consultations and advice to medical men on the

diagnosis and treatment of their cases will require very
careful management or they may possibly come to be

regarded in a false light. It is hardly ,likely therefore that
the scheme will receive much support from the teachers
and governors of our general and principal special hospitals
and in many instances an active opposition may be excited.
The medical profession may subscribe liberally to the

foundation and endowment of such an institution, but as
the patients will not be admitted into the hospital for
prolonged treatment, but rather for the purposes of teaching,
it is questionable whether it will derive much support from
the general public. If another JOHNS HOPKINS can be

found to provide the necessary funds the scheme will be

carried out easily, but unless some munificent benefactor

arises we are doubtful whether the project, which has much
to recommend it, can be brought to a successful issue.

THE Society of Medical Officers of Health for Scotland

has issued a very useful " Memorandum with respect to the
duties and sphere of the medical officer of health under the
Infectious Disease (Notification) Act." By the new Scottish
Public Health Act the Notification Act is made applic-
able throughout the whole of Scotland, and it seems

that several instances of friction between the health

officer and the medical attendant have recently occurred.
The Memorandum points out that a good mutual under-

standing is essential for the efficient control of infectious

disease ; that as a general rule it is not the duty of the
medical officer to review the practitioner’s diagnosis ; that
the medical officer must start from the belief that certifi-

cates are given in good faith; that in respect of diagnosis
the private practitioner has, as a rule, an advantage over
the health officer in having had the case under observation
and in knowing its history; that there are circumstances

which justify the officer in reviewing a diagnosis in the
nterest of the public or of the patient, but that any
such review should be made "with a clear apprehension
of the delicacy of the undertaking, with due atten-

tion to professional etiquette, and, above all, in remem-

brance of the golden rule." When removal to hospital
is in question the private practitioner may cordially
concur in the procedure but may object to be an active

party and the medical officer may have to step in.

Small-pox and typhus fever are diseases which demand

drastic suppression, but they occur so seldom nowadays

that few practitioners have the opportunity of becoming
familiar with them. Small-pox involves removal to hospital,
revaccination of exposed persons, a report to the Local

Government Board, and perhaps interference with employ-
ment. When all this routine has been discharged it is

awkward for the private practitioner if it turns out next day
that the case is not small-pox, and in his own interests,

a preliminary consultation would have been advisable.

Even where gross carelessness or mala fides is suspected
the patient should not be visited without prior intimation
to the medical attendant. This is the statement of the

Memorandum and is most clearly our opinion also. A local

authority insisting on its officer making a practice of

inquiring into diagnoses should be resisted. Where a,

different opinion is formed by the medical officer to that
which has been expressed by the general practitioner, the
information of the varying opinions should reach the patient,
or relatives through the practitioner, showing that neither-
medical man has lost confidence in the other because their-

minds do not happen in an individual case to jump alike.
Whose the original diagnosis is reversed in hospital the,
medical officer should take steps to secure I that the patient,
is not discharged in such a way as to suggest any reflec-
tion upon the action of the practitioner who certified the.

case." In issuing this sound Memorandum the Scottish

Society of Medical Officers of Health has taken a.

wise step-a step, indeed, which is likely of itself-

to do much to attain the purpose of the Memorandum

in the avoidance of friction and the promotion of public
as well as professional welfare. It should be welcomed

in Scotland as showing the anxiety of the Society that,

the public health medical service should maintain the

best possible relationship with the great body of the

profession. The hearty support which the profession gave tc.
the health officers in their last year’s strenuous and success"
ful fight to obtain proper status and recognition in the new
Public Health Act shows on the other side an eq ua]B}
friendliness which is well reciprocated in the document

the contents of which we have here briefly indicated.

Annotations.

DENTAL SURGERY AND HYGIENE.

11 Ne quid nimis."

DURING the International Congress of Hygiene ancS

Demography recently held at Madrid an effort was made
to establish a direct connexion between dental surgery and

hygiene. In respect notably to the systematic surveillance
and care of the teeth of children at school much is done but.
much more could be done to save the coming generation.
from one important cause of ill-health. Then, also, dental
surgery is connected with special occupation diseases such aw.
the necrosis prevalent among the match-makers. Speaking,
generally, the inferiority of the teeth of the present,
generation as compared with the teeth of previous genera-
tions is a very distressing symptom of the eNects
of modern life and the study of its causes involves
at once questions of dental surgery and of hygiene,
In view of these considerations it was felt that dentists
should participate in the labours of the Congress of

Hygiene. Some two years ago the Spanish Odontological
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Society was established and this organisation determined to
hold its first general assembly at Madrid at the same time as
1ihe Congress of Hygiene. But as there are many dental

questions which do not come within the scope of hygiene the
-dentists met separately at the Royal Academy of Medicine.
tt was originally intended that when papers were to be read
establishing a direct connexion between dental surgery and
Hygiene the dentists, who were all enrolled as members of
’4he Congress of Hygiene, should go over in a body to the
latter Congress. But at the last moment this was not found
- to be practicable, so the papers in question were read at the
Academy of Medicine, with the understanding that they
will be published in the official record of the Congress
- of Hygiene. There were altogether 121 members of what
might be called the dental section of the Congress, including
,’Some foreign guests. Among the latter Dr. G. Cunningham
- of Cambridge read an interesting paper on the Teeth of
School Children, insisting on a more systematic and wide-
spread inspection. Dr. Bofill spoke on Antiseptic Dentifrices,
demonstrating the inutility of the nostrums offered to the
public. Dr. Aguilar read a paper on the measures to be
taken to prevent the disease which is but too well
known in the east of London under the popular
’denomination of "phossy jaw." He suggested that
match-makers should not be allowed to work more than
’dfteen days consecutively and that then they should

keep away for fifteen days. He likewise insisted
that dental inspectors should constantly examine the
souths of such workers and remove all roots and decayed
teeth. Dr. Boniquet of Barcelona spoke of the mouth as the
unsuspected cause of many illnesses. For instance, he
described eight cases of quinsy which he ascribed to bacteria
which sometimes were able to work their way from the root
- of a bad tooth and passing through the connective tissues
became the focus of an abscess situated at some distance.
Dr. Hohr, a Spanish dental surgeon of German descent, read
a paper on a microbe which he claims to have discovered
and names the amoeba buccalis. According to Dr. Hohr this
microbe is in its normal condition when in the human
.mouth and there it does no harm; but when it reaches
the intestines it gives rise to the amoeba, coli and

may excite dysentery. The resisting power of the

’mucous membrane of the mouth is greater than that
of the intestine. If this organism is in the mouth it

will be conveyed to the intestine with the food or saliva
and should the subject be predisposed dysentery will
iresult. This assertion is based on the similarity of both
microbes. Dr. Hohr therefore argued that if the teeth are

kept in perfect order the amoeba buccalis will not be
found in the mouth; consequently it will not be conveyed
’to the intestines, and even if the subject is predisposed to
- dysentery he will escape. Thus dysentery may be prevented
,even where the predisposition exists by the active inter-
vention of dental surgery. Since the conclusion of the

Congress of Hygiene the Spanish Odontological Society
have met again and have decided to hold another Dental
’Congress in two years’ time at Barcelona. Foreign visitors
rill be welcomed at this gathering.

ALCOHOLIC STiMULANTS IN WORKHOUSES.

THE consumption of alcohol in workhouses is a subject of
’discussion as old as the larger question of which it forms a
part. It is one which has for many years occupied the
attention of local authorities, with the result, on the whole
’andoubtedly satisfactory, that the administration of stimu-
lants, at one time regulated mainly by the free hand of
custom, is now much less liberal. This statement, however,
is only generally true and is qualified by notable exceptions.
Eminent among the latter stands the county of Kent. From
statistics quoted by a contemporary, the British Temperance

Advocate, it appears that while the total bill for intoxicants
used throughout the workhouses of England and Wales has
decreased during the last twenty-two years from iE82,555 to
.E32.911, or about 50,000, the sum expended in the work-
houses of Kent has not diminished in proportion. On the

contrary, it is noted that while only the three parishes
of Eastry, Dover, and Medway show a consumption below
the general workhouse average the remainder use an amount
varying from 39 to as much as 693 per cent. above that

average. Thus in the parish of Milton the sum expended
in this way is 4s. 9. per head while in that of Cranbrook
it rises to 1 7s. 42d. Some allowance -must naturally be
made for divergence of opinion as to the necessity for
alcohol in special cases and conditions, but even this con-
cession will not enable us to explain differences in practice
so marked as those above referred to. It is significant
that the example of Kent is to a greater or less extent
characteristic of the whole southern section of England.
It would be of interest and no less, we believe, to the

public advantage to have fuller information on this subject.
In particular it should be profitable to inquire by whom,
in what form, and under what conditions, alcohol is con-
sumed in workhouses, and whether it has been found to
exercise any influence advantageous or otherwise on its
consumers. It certainly would be remarkable that in one
parish the sum expended on alcohol should be ten times
that in another or even more without producing some
proof either favourable to its employment or the contrary.
If none such can be found then the case for the free use of
alcohol must be but a weak one and the question of its
abatement must appeal to the ratepayer. For our own part
while fully recognising the value of alcoholic stimulants in
certain cases we are no advocates for their routine employ-
ment. The differences of opinion which appear to prevail
among parish guardians with regard to this subject have not
failed to attract the notice of the Local Government Board.
We trust they will obtain at the hands of that body yet
fuller investigation and such practical direction as they may
require. 

-

AN ABUSE OF THE EXAMINATION SYSTEM.

THE absurdity to which the system of examination may
be reduced is well illustrated by the following incident. A
practitioner thoroughly well qualified and holding also
a diploma of public health applied recently for the post
of medical officer of health in a northern borough. On

appearing before the local council he was desired to

answer certain questions bearing exclusively on the causa-
tion, development, and treatment of several infectious
diseases. Naturally, and we maintain with much pro-
priety, he declined to be thus examined on matters of a

purely professional character by a lay committee and
referred to his qualifications as afeording satisfactory
proof of his professional knowledge. It is gratifying
to learn that this very rational view commended itself to
more than one member of the extemporised " medical" board
and that those members openly resented its action as a
meddlesome impertinence. But the most singular part of

the narrative remains to be told. It appears that the prime
agent in this intelligent proceeding was himself a medical
man though a member of the town council. We are not
informed as to the result of this election. If in keeping with
the procedure adopted success in the matter of selection
could not be other than accidental. Any examination
of candidates in the circumstances was not necessary, since
if medical degrees are not sufficient to guarantee the most
ordinary technicalities of our profession they have obviously
no value. An examination conducted by an ordinary muni-
cipal body and under the conditions we have described
could not, moreover, constitute a reliable test of knowledge
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It is much to be regretted that the sorry part of principal
actor in this comedy should have been allotted, as we are
led to believe that it has been, to a member of the medical
profession. 

-

SIR JOSEPH FAYRER AND FALMOUTH.

WE desire to contradict a statement which appeared in
THE LANCET of May 28th that Sir Joseph Fayrer has
become a resident of Falmouth. Sir Joseph Fayrer writes:
I I Falmouth is a charming place and I occasionally spend a
few days there, but I am, and intend to be, a resident of
London as I have been for many years." We all hope that
Sir Joseph Fayrer’s residence in London may be still pro-
longed for many years. Oar correspondent did not mean
to imply that Sir Joseph Fayrer had left London to take
up his permanent abode at Falmouth.

THE DOSAGE OF CHLOROFORM AND INHALERS.

THE early papers of Snow, which appeared in 1848 and
which gave the results of a series of careful experiments
_made with narcotic vapours, have recently been recalled to
the minds of those curious in such matters by the address
given before the Society of Anaesthetists by Professor Waller.
Snow dealt with the whole body, whereas Professor Waller
dealt with nerve tissue, and of course Snow possessed
neither the physiological training nor the perfected apparatus
at the command cf the later experimenter. Yet, as Pro-
fessor Waller readily admitted, it is Snow’s work which
has suggested most, of the later research and it is Snow’s
teaching which appears to gain fresh weight by modern
experimental results. These papers deal with narcotics in

general and not with chloroform and ether alone, and it
is not too much to say that most of our knowledge
of this group of medicines will be found in Snow’s

papers. It was a favourite illustration of his to place
a candle in a bottle and diffase chloroform in it. As
the candle flickered it is recorded of him in Sir Benjamin
W. Richardson’s memoir that he said: "There, now, is all
that occurs in narcotism ; but to submit the candle to the
action of the narcotic without extinguishing it altogether
you must neither expose it to too much vapour all at once
nor subject it to the vapour too long, and this is all you
provide against in subjecting a man to the same influence." "
It was the firm belief in this view which induced Snow to

proclaim the dangers of the open method" then promi-
Tiently before the world and sanctioned by the authority of
Simpson and later of Syme. Snow’s inhaler, designed to
ensure a low percentage vapour of chloroform, valuable in its
day, did not survive. To those accustomed to seeing chloro-
form poured unstintingly on a towel, on lint, or I Ion a

dresser’s woollen glove" more Professor Miller, Snow’s teach-
ing that 18 minims of chloroform absorbed by an individual
of average size and weight will induce narcotism of the third
or surgical degree, that 24 minims would plunge him into
the fourth degree, and that 36 minims must arrest respira-
tion, would receive scant attention. There can be no manner
of doubt that Snow was right and that the advocates
of the open method, when that is pursued according to

Syme’s directions by pouring unmeasured quantities of
chloroform upon the cloth, are trenching upon dangerous
ground. The safeguard to this method has always been
the religious adhesion to the rule " watch the breathing."
The strength of the vapour may cause holding of the

breath; if the rule is kept the cloth is removed and the
patient escapes the overdose. The rule is, however, not
always kept and death results. Bat when Snow’s principles
are carried out this danger is absent, although there remains
the peril arising from the gradual accumulation of chloro-
form in the blood. Clover’s inhaler, among many, sought to
obey Snow’s injunctions, but its unwieldy size foredoomed

it to oblivion. No objection of this kind arises in the case
of Junker’s inhaler. Its principle renders it capable of
giving exact doses, but the earlier patterns were open to
many practical objections-objections which the ingenuity of
many anaesthetists has to a great extent removed. Among
instrument-makers much credit is due to Mr. Krohne for hie
enthusiastic attempts to render Junker’s inhaler as nearly as
safe an instrument as any piece of mechanism can be made
which stands between a human life and a lethal agent
manipulated by the fallible hands of man. In another
column we give illustrations of his more recent im-

provements. The instrument as figured is capable in.
the hands of a careful administrator of delivering a>

fraction of a minim of chloroform and so of maintain

ing a vapour of 1 per cent. or even less. The air is
driven through the chloroform by means of a specially-
contrived ball bellows which is so graduated that dosage of
the anaesthetic can readily be effected and from t to 1 minim,
driven through the delivery tube and presented to the:.

patient. All the most advanced thinkers now recognise the
paramount importance of accurate dosage in giving chloro-
form, and up to the present time no more accurate plan.
has been devised than that adopted in Krohne’s modifica-
tions of Junker’s inhaler. 

___

A CHINESE HOSPITAL FOR PLAGUE AT HONG-

KONG.,
ON April 19th a special meeting of the Hong-Kong:

Sanitary Board was held to consider the advisability of
permitting a Chinese Hospital for the reception of plague
patients to be opened under the supervision of the sanitary
board. The chair was occupied by the President (Dr. J. M.
Atkinson, Principal Civil Medical Officer), and there were>

also present the Hon. R. D. Ormsby (Director of Public

Works), Mr. E. W. Brewin (Acting Registrar-General),.
the Hon. F. H. May (Captain-Superintendent of Police),
Mr. N. J. Ede, Dr. F. Clark (Medical Officer of Health),
and Mr. C. Vivian Ladds (Colonial Veterinary Surgeon’
and Acting Secretary). The Captain - Superintendent
of Police moved the following resolution : " That this board
do appoint a branch hospital to the Tang Wah Hospital to
be established on a site to be approved by the board as a
place to which patients suffering from plague may be
removed, provided always that such hospital be under the
control of the Sanitary Board and under the supervision of’
one or more duly qualified European medical practitioners,.
and that the patient be allowed the option of being*
treated according to Western medical science or Chinese
medical methods, and that the burial of those who die ir
the hospital and the removal of patients therefrom be
conducted under regulations to be approved by the board
and under.the supervision of the doctors." Dr. Atkinson an&Ograve;i
Dr. Clark, the only medical members of the board, naturally
opposed the resolution. According to the Hong-Kong lVeekl1f
Press of April 23rd Dr. Clark said he thought that in the
interests of humanity it would be an evil if the Government
of a colony such as this were to recognise in any way the
so-called Chinese treatment of disease and especially the
treatment of infectious disease. Dr. Atkinson said that in
1894 the mortality amongst the Chinese when the native
doctors were allowed full scope was 93 4 per cent., and that
in 1898 when the treatment was entirely in the hands of the
Medical Department, it was 74 per cent. In the result
the motion was carried. At a meeting of the board
on April 21st it was announced that the Tung Wah
Hospital Committee were willing to establish such a branch
hospital and recommended that the Government should lend
to them one-half of the cattle depot at Kennedytowr,
for the purpose. Dr. Atkinson said he considered that the,,

sheds in question were most unsuitable and recommended
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that mat sheds on the foreshore to the north of Kennedytown
ahould be used instead. He, moreover, took the opportunity
.of repeating his protest against the establishment of a

hospital where so-called Chinese practice is allowed, in

which opinion he was supported by Dr. Clark. Dr. Atkin-

son’s proposal as to the mat sheds was accepted and arrange-
,ments were forthwith made with a view to rendering them
dt for occupation in the course of a week. In j astice to Mr.
F. H. May and his supporters on the board, it ought to
be added that their action seems to be dictated by a desire
to humour the prejudices of the Chinese population and not
by any preference for Chinese medical methods rather than
!European ones. -

THE MEDICAL, SURGICAL, AND HYGIENIC
EXHIBITION.

THE success of this exhibition, which ’was held for the
rst time last year, has induced the organising committee to
make it an annual event. It was decided this year to hold
the exhibition earlier (last year it was in July) and the
Queen’s Hall, Langham-place, was devoted on Tuesday last
to the exhibition of a very interesting assortment of foods,
drugs, surgical appliances, &c. The exhibition closes to-day
Friday). We have considerable pressure on our space this

week, but we hope next week to give a detailed description
- of the novelties shown and of other things of general
’interest to the profession. Suffice it now to say that the

impression that this new departure is a useful one is

-confirmed and it is evidently appreciated by all those
who are anxious to keep pace with the advances which
.are made in pharmacy and dietetics and in the design and
- construction of various apparatus and medical appliances.

DIVERS’ PARALYSIS.

AN interesting case of this rare condition is reported
by Dr. Frederick Taylor in a recent number of the
Clinical Journal. The patient was under treatment in

Guy’s Hospital. He had already suffered three times

from paralysis, the first time being in 1890. The history
.of the present attack was as follows :-He was working
with five other men at a depth of 162 ft. and went

- down three times, remaining below twenty minutes each

time ; the ascent occupied six minutes. He felt quite
well after these descents, but at the fourth descent a

.heavy piece of machinery slipped and jammed him up

.against an iron beam. He did not lose consciousness, but
tried to economise the air at his disposal. After about
’3ve minutes he felt suffocated, had intense pain and noises
in the head, and began to lose consciousness. It had been
l’noticed on the lighter that the air-tube was not working and
another diver went down and by following the line reached
the patient and freed the air-tube so that he could be drawn
’’ap. On this occasion the ascent occupied only one minute.
He felt very giddy and sick, but did not notice anything else
amiss. On standing he noticed a feeling of numbness in his
’leet and this was present also in his arms both as to power
- and sensation. On admission to the hospital nine weeks
afterwards there was marked loss of power in both his

degs. There was no marked wasting of the muscles of the
egs, though they were soft and flabby. The knee-jerks
were normal. There was partial anaesthesia over the inner
fiide of both legs from 3 in. above the knees to 3 in. above
the ankles, the areas being roughly symmetrical. There
was no loss of sensation to pain; the sensations to heat
and cold were normal. The patient gave some interesting
information as to the difficulties to which people engaged in
this occupation are liable. He said that in his experience
he paralysis only comes on after working at great depths and
.seems to be due to too sudden alteration of pressure. The
disease is frequently due to divers having to be quickly hauled

up owing to the air-tube being foul. Old men, he thought,
are more liable to these attacks than younger ones and the
character of the water and the duration of the stay are not
so important as is the age of the diver. At a depth of 150 ft.
there is not much inconvenience, but every two or three feet
lower makes a difference. When diving at great depths the
men always have a sense of fulness in the head, buzzing in
the ears, and flashes of light before the eyes. On coming up
there is often bleeding from the mouth, nose, and ears. The

patient also referred to the condition known to the men as
"bends"-that is, wrist-drop and foot-drop. This usually
lasts from two hours to twenty-four hours, when it completely
passes off unless it is an exceptionally bad attack. This
condition was ascribed by the patient to the bands applied
round the ankles and wrists to make the diving-suit water-
tight. Dr. Taylor’s remarks on the case, together with the
literature he quotes, form an article well worthy of perusal.

MR. H. K. HUNTER’S CASE.

WE are authorised to state that the draft of the case

appealing from the conviction of Mr. Hunter for calling
himself "Physician" has been settled by Mr. Haldane,
Q.C., M.P. (who will argue it on behalf of the Society
of Apothecaries), and is now before Mr. Muir Mackenzie to
settle on behalf of the General Medical Council. As soon

as he has done this it will be set down for argument before
the Qaeen’s Bench Division and an application will probably
be made for a day to be fixed for the hearing. Under any
circumstances the case is expected to be disposed of before
the long vacation. We take this opportunity of explaining
that the General Medical Council issued separate summonses
against Mr. Hunter, one for calling himself a physician and
another for calling himself a surgeon, but did not proceed
with the latter. Mr. Hunter called himself Physician and
Surgeon." 

-

PREVENTION OF PHTHISIS BY SANITARY
MEASURES.

WE have recently received the "Ninth Report of the
Metropolitan Board of Water-supply and Sewage (Sydney,
New South Wales)." It comprises the period from July lst,
1896, to June 30th, 1897, and contains many interesting
papers. One that is well worthy of attention is by Dr. T. M.
Kendall and is headed "Mortality from Phthisis as affected
by the Operations of the Board in the Metropolis of Sydney,
N.S.W." The writer gives a short review of the views
hitherto held on this subject and also the results arrived
at by Dr. Sims Woodhead after his experiments on milk and
meat from tuberculous animals. He also emphasises the
frequently expressed opinion that phthisis is a preventable
disease and that attention to general hygienic improvements
such as good ventilation, plenty of fresh air, ample light,
dry houses, good drainage, and avoidance of overcrowding
tends to check the development of tuberculosis. Tables are

then given showing the reduction in the death-rates from
phthisis in the various districts before and after the construc-
tion of sewers. These are very remarkable. Several places
are mentioned ; thus, since the construction of the improved
main sewers in the city of Sydney the death-rate from

phthisis has decreased from 13-5 per 10,000 of the popula-
tion to 98. An examination of the nature of the
soils of the city and suburbs of Sydney shows that
the greatest mortality from phthisis occurred on the

clay shale soils, although in proportion to the density
of population it was greatest on the water-logged
sandy soils and on the sandy clay soils. Where the
land was low-lying and with little slope the mortality was
greater than on the high, sloping land notwithstanding the
nature of the soil. Upon pervious soils the phthisis death-
rate was 30 9 per 10,000 of the population, while upon
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retentive or impervious soils it reached 50. The death-rate
from this disease was highest upon those soils into the

composition of which clay chiefly enters. Dr. Kendall
draws the following conclusions from this inquiry : "1. That
there is an undoubted relation between the incidence of

phthisis and dampness of the soil. 2. That as the phthisis
death-rate has been reduced in those districts provided with
proper sewerage since the laying of the main sewers, the
laying of the main sewers has exercised an influence over
the phthisis death-rate through drying of the soil. 3. That
in view of this success which has attended the board’s

operations up to the present time the extension of these

operations will prove of great benefit in coping with the
disease called phthisis." -

THE COMPLIMENTARY DINNER TO DR. W. S.
PLAYFAIR : A POSTPONEMENT.

IN consequence of the death of Lord Playfair the com-
plimentary dinner to be given to Dr. W. S. Playfair on I
Saturday, June 4th, will be postponed.

THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND:
ELECTION TO THE COUNCIL.

GENTLEMEN who intend to offer themselves as candidates I
for the Council of the Royal College of Surgeons of England I
are reminded that they must give formal notice to the I
Secretary of the College not later than Monday, June 13th. ’,
Blank forms upon which this notice may be given can be
obtained from the Secretary at the College. The elections I
will take place on July 7th. I

A PUBLIC HEALTH CONGRESS IN IRELAND.

FROM Aug. 18th to 23rd, 1898, the Royal Institute of
Public Health (Dublin Branch) will hold a Congress of
Public Health in the metropolis of Ireland. It will be
under the patronage of H.E. the Lord Lieutenant of

Ireland, the Right Hon. the Lord Mayor of Dublin, and
Sir Charles Cameron, the last of whom will act as

President of the Congress. The list of vice-presidents
includes the names of the most distinguished members of
the three learned professions in Ireland and the general
committee is a powerful one. The Section of Preventive
Medicine will be presided over by Dr. Grimshaw, C.B.,
Registrar - General ; Chemistry and Climatology by Dr.
John W. Moore ; Engineering and Building Construction by
Sir Thomas N. Deane ; and the Parliamentary and Municipal
Section by the Right Hon. Joseph M. Meade, P.C., LL.D.
Conferences of army and navy medical officers, veterinarians,
medical officers of health, and sanitary inspectors will

respectively be presided over by Brigade-Surgeon-Lieutenant-
Colonel Corbett, D.S.O.; Matthew Hedley, chief veterinary
inspector of the Privy Council ; Mr. Thomas J. Stafford,
Commissioner, Local Government Board; and Mr. Conway
Scott, executive sanitary officer, Belfast. Important
as the Congress is likely to prove, the Health Exhibi-
tion which is to be held in connexion with it may be

of even greater importance. The preliminary list of sections,
embracing practically every department of sanitary science,
begins with Physiology and ends with Toys. That work may
be tempered with pleasure the Lord Mayor of Dublin has
arranged to give a ball during the week, the High Sheriff a
luncheon, and the Corinthian Club a dramatic entertain-

ment ; while Sir Henry Cochrane and Sir Christopher Nixon
will be the hosts at garden parties. Various excursions have
also been arranged and there is abundant evidence that the
leading citizens are anxious to maintain Dublin’s reputation
as a city of hospitality. The Dublin Horse Show will
commence on the closing day of the Congress and the
Health Exhibition will be kept open while this is in progress. I

Full information regarding the Congress can be obtained by
applying to the Pablic Health Office, Dublin.

THE POSSESSION OF DISEASED MEAT.

IN our issue of March 19th, 1898, we made some remarks.
upon the case of Mr. Albert Rendell, a draper at Bradford,
who was convicted and fined by the stipendiary magistrate
for having in his private larder the carcass of a sheep or
lamb which was said to be unfit for human food. There was
no exposure for sale, but the meat was intended for the food
of the defendant, his family, and employes. The stipendiary
relying on the case of Mallinson v. Carr, held that exposure
for sale was not necessary for an offence and fined the

defendant, but at the same time stated a case for a higher
court. On May 26th the appeal was heard in the Court of
Queen’s Bench before Mr. Justice Wills and Mr. Justice
Channell. They reversed the conviction in the court below
on the ground that under the circumstances stated the

magistrate had no ground for his decision under the Act.
It seems to us that this judgment opens a way for very shady
praotices. Take the case of a butcher, for instance, who.
was anxious to get rid of unsaleable scraps and offal. As
far as we can see he might feed his own family or his
servants upon such offal without let or hindrance from the
law. As we said before no one would take the trouble to
dress a carcass and hang it in his larder unless there was an
intention to use it for food, and to feed people upon diseased
meat is neither right nor, to put it upon the lowest grounds,
politic from a monetary point of view. We would even go
further and say that it is more reprehensible to conceal
diseased meat intended for human food than to expose the
same for sale, since in the latter case it is obviously more,
likely to be seized and condemned. The heads of houses

ought to be answerable at law for the intent to feed others
under their roofs or in their employ with diseased or tainted
articles of diet. 

___

CHRONIC CONSTIPATION IN CHILDREN.

THE To?4rnal de Clinique et de Th&eacute;rapeutique Infautike
of May 19th, 1898, quotes a paper by Dr. L. Furst on the
Treatment of Chronic Constipation in Children. The writer

assigns as the causes of this condition defective peristalsis,
insufficient secretion by the intestinal glands, in older
children a sedentary habit with lack of physical exercise,
and also in some others a feebleness in the action of the

sympathetic dependent on excessive use of the brain. One

important consequence, he maintains, is decomposition of
the retained fseces, which in its tarn he holds accountable’
for convulsive attacks, neurasthenia, insomnia, and other
nerve disorders probably associated with absorption of the
products of decomposition. Passing to treatment he places
much faith in massage of the abdomen aided by small
doses of a saline water repeated twice or three times

daily. He recognises, also, the value of enemata and
advises their use three or four times a week, the solution
used being in this case also a weak saline one. Th&

employment of enemata presupposes, of course, an absence
of inflammation in the bowel and an uninjured mucous.

surface. By such means persevered in for some weeks’
or months Dr. Furst maintains that the difficulties both
as to secretion and peristaltic action can best be over&Oslash;

come. His views with regard to the value of careful

massage, diet, exercise, and enemata will find general
acceptance. His advocacy of the repeated use of salines
is more open to question, since the ultimate effeet of
this process must be to deplete and thus to weaken the

bowel in a greater or less degree. The substitution of
mild cholagogues with such laxatives-senna, cascara, &c.-
as influence intestinal secretion and at the same time

stimulate peristalsis appears to us a preferable method.
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There is a stage in early childhood at which active
exercise is not possible and such measures as those just
described are then most useful. After that period, however,
an aative babit and a suitable diet will in the case of most

children prove of greater value than the use of more

artificial remedies. 
-

THE CORONERS’ SOCIETY.

THE annual dinner of the Coroners’ Society of England
.and Wales was held at the Holborn Restaurant, London, on
Thursday. May 26 h. Some 50 of Her Majesty’s coroners
and their guests were present, the chair being occupied
by the President, Mr. George F. Roumieu, J.P., coroner

for West Surrey. After the usual loyal greeting of ’BThe
Queen and the Royal Family " the toast of 11 The
Coroners’ Society " was gracefully proposed by Mr. H. G.
Croly, ex-President of the Royal College of Surgeons
in Ireland, and responded to by Mr. Roumieu, the President.
The Coroners’ Society was founded in 1846 mainly by Mr.
Payne, coroner for the City of London, and so has passed its
jubilee, whilst the fact mentioned by Mr. Roumieu that of
the 341 coroners of England and Wales 253 are members
of the society clearly shows that coroners, medical and

legal, recognise the value of solidarity and of the common
bond of friendship which the society affords. We counsel
the odd 88 promptly to add their names to the list of
members. The toast of "The Visitors," proposed by
the President, was replied to by Dr. Dawson Williams,
Mr. Thomas Wakley, Jun., Mr. Arthur Hacker, A.R.A.,
.and Mr. Marks, clerk of the Peace for the county
,of Bedford. We may be pardoned, we trust, for recording
that the presence among the guests of the society
of his grandson was the occasion of very pleasant
!)proof (at least to us) that the name of Thomas Wakley,
coroner for West Middlesex, and the work which he
’did to improve the status of the coroner’s office
.and the coroner’s court and to secure recognition of,
.and remuneration for, medical witnesses are by no means
forgotten by the gentlemen who now, some sixty years
later, discharge the responsible and onerous duties of

Her Majesty’s coroners. Moreover, we were glad to

observe that the coroners are still recognised as ’ , the

people’s judges." Mr. Roumieu strongly insisted that

people, especially those in the lower ranks of life,
were remarkably dependent on coroners for protection.
Onr readers will remember that the Founder of THE LANCET

always maintained that coroners were "the people’s judges."
In the I I Life and Times of Thomas Wakley " (p. 382)
occurs the passage : "He [Thomas Wakley] pointed out that
the coroner was the people’s judge, the only judge whom the
people had the power to appoint, while the office had
been specially instituted for the protection of the people."
The toast of " The Officers of the Society," proposed by the
President and responded to by the secretary, Mr. A. Braxton
Hicks, and the treasurer, Mr. Arthur Langham, brought the
proceedings of a very pleasant evening to a close. We may
add that the President-elect of the Society is Mr. J. C.

Malcolm, coroner for the City of Leeds.

DEPll ATI()N

As is well known the application of chemical depilatories
to the skin for the removal of superfluous hairs is not a
very comfortable operation and may be attended with serious
injury to the skin, for these compounds usually contain
powerfully caustic components. There are a great many
proprietary depilatories, consisting for the most part of
sulphides of sodium, potassium, calcium, barium, or even

arsenic, but they are not, as a rule, satisfactory. There are
Oriental depilatories, Chinese depilatories, Turkish depila-
tories, all more or less of the same composition. Depilation,

indeed, is a very ancient practice. Even the removal
of superfluous hairs by means of electrolysis is a long
and tedious process, and in reality amounts to the

production of corrosive alkali in the follicle. We

have, therefore, we fear, little consolation to offer to

several correspondents who have recently written to us

upon this subject. They should consult their medical
attendants and beware of widely advertised nostrums.

One states that he has an abundant growth of hair
on his face and neck which he has attempted to
remove in consequence of the representations of his

employers, who forbid their employes to grow beards.
He has a particularly tender and sensitive skin which

quite prevents him from employing the razor with that

frequency which the rapid growth of the hair would
demand. In such a case the only plan is to allow
the beard to grow and to convince the employers of the
absurdity of their views and the extreme unreasonableness
of their request. Dictation of this sort on the part of

employers is pure tyranny, and no right-minded person
would make such an idiotic insistence. Nevertheless, it

prevails in a great number of respectable houses of business
and the employes are threatened with discharge unless they
submit. 

___

THE DEATH OF LORD PLAYFAIR.

CHEMISTRY has lost a practical man and the political
world an all-round and valuable consultant by the death
of Lord Play fair. Hugh Lyon Play fair was the son of
a medical man, George Playfair, Inspector General of

Hospitals for the Presidency of Bengal. He was born in the

year 1819 at Meerut, whence later he was sent to England to
school. His preliminary education finished, after a short

stay at St, Andrews he eventually entered Glasgow Univer-
sity, then known as the Andersonian University. He was

led, however, by indifferent health to return to India. After
a fortunate restoration he came back and joined his
old Professor at Glasgow, Dr. Graham, who had been
appointed lecturer on Chemistry to University College,
London. With the advice of Dr. Graham, Lyon Playfair
next studied organic chemistry under the great Liebig
and finally turned his chemical knowledge to account

in the management of a calico-print works. Playfair did
not stop long in a subordinate position, for in 1843 he
became Professor of Chemistry to the Royal Institution at
Manchester, now the Victoria University. Thirteen years
later he was appointed Professor of Chemistry in the

University of Edinburgh, where he had for a time the
Prince of Wales and Prince Alfred as pupils. In the mean-
time he was engaged in considerable public work. He
served most usefully on the Royal Commission instituted by
Sir Robert Peel which was appointed to inquire into the
sanitary conditions of the large and populous factory districts
of the north. Other inquiries in which he faithfully and
fruitfully worked were in connexion with the reorganisation
of the Civil Service, the condition of the fisheries on the
Scottish coast, the rinderpest inquiry, and the suitability
of British coal for naval purposes, while he was also a

special commissioner in charge of the Department of Juries
in the Great Exhibitions of 1851 and 1862. In 1862 Playfair
entered Parliament as the representative for the Universities
of Edinburgh and Saint Andrews, and during his retention
of this seat for seventeen years he occupied the position at
one time of Postmaster-General under Mr. Gladstone and
at another that of Chairman of Ways and Means in the
" Eighty" Parliament. Despite the demands of such a

publicly active life Lord Play fair found time to take up his
pen and to write on literary, scientific, and financial topics.
He was one of the heartiest supporters of the University
Extension Scheme, and, indeed, invariably associated himself
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with movements undertaken in the public interest. Lord

Play fair died suddenly at his residence in Onslow-gardens
on May 29th ; the funeral is announced to take place to.
day (Saturday). 

-

CAN COMPANIES CARRY ON MEDICAL PRACTICE P I
IT would seem incredible to the uninitiated that it

should be possible for totally unqualified persons in the
exercise of medical practice to be protected by the Com-
panies Act. But such is the case. The subject was brought
before the General Medical Council by a member in camer&acirc;,
who pointed out the valuable opportunity afforded by the
occasion of the Companies Act Amendment Bill for pro-
viding a remedy for such a scandal. The Council after-
wards gave leave for the motion on the subject passed
in camer&acirc; to be placed on the minutes. It is as follows :-

"That the President, Mr. Tomes, and Mr. Horsley be a
committee to take such steps as they deem most effective to
induce the Government to insert a clause in the Companies
Act Amendment Bill, now before Parliament, with the object
of preventing the registration of companies to carry on
medical, surgical and dental practice."
The General Medical Council will do good service if it
succeeds in this matter. 

___

EXAMINERS OF DEFECTIVE CHILDREN UNDER
THE LONDON SCHOOL BOARD.

THE appointments under the London School Baard as
"medical practitioner to take charge of the work in con-
nexion with the examination of defective children and of
children alleged to be defective" have been conferred

upon Mr. G. E. Shuttleworth, B.A. Lond., M.D. Heidelb.,
and Mrs. F. M. Dickinson Berry, M.D. Lond. Dr.
Shuttleworth has throughout his professional career

been intimately associated with the study of "defective" "

children, having been assistant medical officer at the Earls-
wood Asylum and subsequently for twenty-three years
resident medical superintendent of the Royal Albert Asylum
for Idiots and Imbeciles of the Northern Counties, Lancaster.
He has also been connected with various voluntary institu-
tions established for the investigation of the mental and

physical condition of school children in connexion with
their education, has furnished important evidence on the

subject in Government inquiries, and is also the author of
several writings well known to the profession. Mrs. Dickin-
son Berry, the wife of Mr. James Berry, F.R.C.S., has held
various appointments at hospitals for children and women
and is an M.D. and B.S. (with honours) of London

University. -

MODERN SANITATION AND THE ANCIENT
HINDOO RELIGION.

ON March 25th Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel W. G. King
delivered at Madras University a long and able address to
the newly admitted graduates in law, medicine, engineering,
and arts. After appropriate exhortations to the members of
each of the several faculties he urged the graduates as a
body to remember that it was to them as educated fellow-

countrymen that the people looked for guidance in the midst
of doubts and perplexities as to whether Western civilisa-
tion was not incompatible with native religious opinions
and customs. For instance, the advance of sanitary reform
is almost entirely dependent upon the ability of the better-
informed classes to influence the uneducated populace.
"Those of you who have studied the learned shastras of

your forefathers," he said, " must have found ample room for
opinion that not only is modern sanitation compatible with
caste, but that caste itself, although allied with religious
observances, is a magnificent and elaborate system of
sanitation....... But in the absence of the knowledge

of Sanskrit in which these rules were conveyed, tra-

dition, which has been the method of transmission from

generation to generation, has led to no little distortion
of the original dicta." For instance, the laws’of Manu
teem with minute directions as to the collection, retention,
and withdrawal of water in a pure state, but unfortunately
the perversion of the sense of the original shastras has led
to wholesale pollution of rivers. In seeking to provide a.

public water-supply free from any form of animal contamina-
tion the various local authorities do not introduce any inno
vation contrary to caste requirements and act in strict
accordance with the spirit of the shastras, and the same
may be said with respect to the measures of segregation and
disinfection during the present prevalence of plague, which,
however, have been resisted on the assumption that they
were inimical to caste. In fact, if there has been anything
taught by caste it is the necessity for segregation as an aid
against the spread of disease, the conditions which
determine the duration and nature of the segregation being
clearly shown by the laws of Manu and the edicts of
Vishnu. On this occasion, for the first time in Madras Uni-
versity, an Indian lady obtained a degree in arts.

THE annual general meeting of the St. George’s Hospita
Graphic Society will be held at the hospital on Tuesday,
June 7th, at 2.30 P.M. By permission of the Board of
Governors the annual exhibition, which is strictly limited to
the work of members, will be held in the board-room of the
hospital. The exhibition will be opened immediately after
the meeting and will remain open until the end of the
week. 

___

THE foundation-stone of the new building of the North
London or University College Hospital, now being erected
through the generosity of Sir J. Blundell Maple, Baxt , M.P.,
will be laid by H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, K.G., Yico-
Patron of the hospital, on Tuesday, June 21st. Visitors are

requested to be in their places by 3.15 P.M.

THE German Emperor has conferred the Royal Prnssian
Order Pour le M&eacute;rite, for Science and Art, upon Sir William
H. Flower, K.C.B., F.R.C.S. Ei3g., F.R.S., Director of the
Natural History Department of the British Maseum and
President of the Zoological Society of London.

THE Library of the Royal College of Surgeons of England
will be closed on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday of next
week (June 7th to 9th) as a conversazione of the Metro-

politan Branch of the British Medical Association is to be
held in the College building.

H.R.H. THE DUCHESS OF YORK has announced heJ1l
intention to pay a private visit shortly to the Paddington.
Children’s Hospital for the purpose of naming the new
wards opened by the late Duchess of Teck.

THE foundation-stone of the new chapel of the City of
London Asylum at Stone, near Dartford, is to be laid on 
June 18th by the Lord Mayor, who will be accompanied by
the Sheriffs of London. 

___

THE Freedom of the city of Edinburgh is to be conferred
on Lord Lister on June 15th. Viscount Wolseley is to be
similarly honoured on the same day.

THE second annual conversazione of the Royal Societp
will be held on Wednesday next, June 8th, at Burlington.
House.


